HOW SYSPRO IS ENABLING
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

Feasible, relevant and value-adding applications of emerging technologies
to improve business performance and stay ahead of the technology curve.

Digital Technologies leveraged by SYSPRO ERP…
The hot buttons for manufacturers and distributors under pressure to transform their businesses.

IoT

Bots

Social ERP

Industry 4.0

IoT enabled through
working collaboratively
with SYSPRO ERP.

Enabling digital citizens
across the organization
to interface with key
stakeholders.

Recognizing how nextgen users interact with
technology, SYSPRO has
built a social media type
set of workflow-enabled
digital ERP capabilities.

Embedding the most
pragmatic and useful
features and functionality
of Industry 4.0.

…deliver practical ways to orchestrate meaningful
business moments and events…
Streamlines and
automates business
processes
Improves traceability
across the Supply Chain
Improves customer
service delivery
Enhances operational
efficiency

Eliminates repetitive
tasks

Answers the needs
of millennials

Responds to queries
automatically

Promotes system usage

Frees up resources

Increases responsiveness

Provides an alwayson global customer
experience

Fosters collaboration

Automates data
collection from
machines and devices
Offers accurate
measurement of
Overall Equipment
Effectiveness
Increases accuracy and
speed of data collection
Provides real-time
status tracking of
equipment and jobs

…that turn BlueSky ideas into workable reality.
Automatically deliver
business intelligence
Directly alert operators
and service agents
Manage warehouse
inventory in real time
Connect warehouses
with e-commerce
platforms

Employ a tireless digital
citizen to service customer
and supplier queries
On any platform 24/7
Employ digital self-service
agents that are able to
provide insights, answer
price and stock queries,
order status, and more.

Communicate instantly
with your entire network
Get newsfeeds and
real-time insights into
job status, customer
sentiment and more

Create more intelligent
manufacturing
processes.
Deliver the right
information to the right
person at the right time.
Connect people to
people, people to things,
and things to things.

Let SYSPRO ERP help you take advantage of the latest technologies and positively
reposition your organization. Together, we can turn your dreams into reality.
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